NM 1-001 Carrier of potato hillers
I. USE
The potato hiller carrier is designed to carry two potato hillers (type
AHR-355, AHR-360, SV-1) during potatoes clamping and closing.
II. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Two adjustable holders are attached to the carrier for gripping the
potato hillers (AHR-355, AHR-360, SV-1). Further a foot is welded on
the carrier, with a hole for mounting a marker. The carrier is attached to
the BZN-002 hitch. There are two screws in the carrier hitch which
serve to define the clearance for attachment to the gearbox. The carrier
contains a marker which is designed to maintain the required spacing of
the drills.
III. TECHNICAL DATA
Length
Width
Weight
Max. working width

520 mm
700 mm
ca 20.5 kg (incl. the potato hillers)
625 mm

IV. SERVICE MANUAL
Notice: Before clamping, the soil must be prepared thoroughly
using rotary tiller in sufficient depth.
The potato hillers are slipped into the shank holders and secured in
required position with a cotter. The holders shall be adjusted to
required spacing of the drill(s) and secured by tightening the M12 nuts.
Marker shall be mounted in the hole of the foot which is welded in the
centre of the frame, and secured with the cotter. Chain with an eye shall
be adjusted in required spacing from the potato hiller axis (same with
the span of the hiller) and secured in the position with M6 bolt. 5 kg
weight will then be put on the weight carrier. The hitch of the carrier is
attached to the hitch on the gearbox and secured with a pin. Clamping

itself shall be done at 1st speed gear with the BZN-002 hitch turned by
180° so that the clamping device was before the travelling part and the
already loosened soil was not driven over. Once the first two drills are
created, we approach the next one so that the chain of the marker
copied the bottom of the already created drill and we proceed further in
the same way.
When closing the already planted potatoes we drive with the potato
hillers to the centres of the drills thus closing the potatoes.
We do not use the marker any more for closing.
V: CATALOGUE OF SPARE PARTS

